Tennis Match Results
Northern Iowa vs Missouri State
4/29/2018 at Springfield, Mo.
(Cooper Tennis Complex)

Missouri State 4, Northern Iowa 2

Singles competition
1. Gisela Kemper (UNI) def. Alye Darter (MOST) 6-3, 7-6 (10-8)
2. Anelisse Torrico (MOST) vs. Reghan Lynch (UNI) 1-6, 6-2, 5-4, unfinished
3. Claudia Toledo (UNI) def. Phoebe Boeschen (MOST) 6-1, 4-6, 6-2
4. Fati Khamissi (MOST) def. Harri Proudfoot (UNI) 6-0, 6-2
5. Ellie Burger (MOST) def. Valentina Caro (UNI) 6-4, 3-6, 7-5
6. Abbey Belote (MOST) def. Savanna Hunt (UNI) 6-2, 6-1

Doubles competition
1. Alye Darter/Ellie Burger (MOST) vs. Gisela Kemper/Reghan Lynch (UNI) 4-5, unfinished
2. Anelisse Torrico/Phoebe Boeschen (MOST) def. Harri Proudfoot/Valentina Caro (UNI) 6-2
3. Fati Khamissi/Alexia Meyer (MOST) def. Claudia Toledo/Savanna Hunt (UNI) 6-4

Match Notes:
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3); Singles (4,6,1,3,5)
2018 Missouri Valley Conference Team Tennis Championship
#4 Missouri State vs #6 Northern Iowa
MSU last won the title in 2002, UNI has not won a team title